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a b s t r a c t

This paper aims at studying the impact of focal position offset on joint integrity of AA1050

battery busbar during remote laser welding. Welding experiments were conducted at

different focal position offsets in the AA1050 L-joint with the integration of laser beam

oscillation. The impact of focal position offset was evaluated by multiple joint indicators

including weld geometry, thermal profile, weld porosity and mechanical strength. Results

showed that defocusing of the laser beam tends to be favourable for the reduction of peak

temperatures and weld porosity. However, a defocusing more than 3 mm can lead to 60%

drop in bonding integrity and 40% loss of joint strength. A tolerance window of [-2 1] mm

was determined for the focal position offset, corresponding to 70% and 30% of the Rayleigh

length. This result is a useful reference to inform precise focal position control with respect

to the accumulated variations of part tolerance, part-to-part gap and part positioning er-

rors. This study also indicated that the thermal measurement can be a potential approach

for in-process monitoring of joint integrity. Indeed, the peak temperature near the weld

zone showed good linear correlation with off-line detectable joint indicators including

weld depth, weld width at interface, weld tensile strength and weld porosity.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC

BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
vibration of vehicle during service and thermal loading due to

1. Introduction

Battery pack is the core sub-system of Battery Electric Vehicles

(BEVs). Recent advances in large-capacity battery packs with

increased energy density have enabled a longer driving range

and overall better driving performance, which has greatly

expanded the market for BEVs [1,2]. Using multiple types of

busbars provides robust mechanical and electrical connec-

tions of battery cells against external disturbances such as
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charging and discharging of the battery itself [3]. Fig. 1 shows a

representative view of the busbar configuration in a battery

module consisting of flat top busbar and side busbar [4].

Nowadays, aluminiumalloys, in particular 1xxx series, tend to

be the preferred material for busbar components due to their

competitive properties and costs compared to copper. For

instance, aluminiumbusbars have shownweight reduction by

50% and cost saving by up to 20% compared to copper busbars

[5].
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Fig. 1 e Schematic diagrams showing (a) aluminium battery busbar in BEV battery module for the connection of battery cells

[35] and (b) laser beam positioning error due to the manufacturing and clamping tolerances of aluminium busbar sheets.
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With regards to welding technology, there is a growing

interest in applying Remote Laser Welding (RLW) in battery

manufacturing due to several advantages such as single-

sided and non-contact access, reduced as well as

controlled heat input, along with high-speed welding pro-

cess [6,7]. As the variation in shape and geometry of the

welds generates unequal electrical resistances within the

same battery pack which further results in the uneven

current loads and inhomogeneous cell degradation, a stable

welding process is therefore, necessary.

Joint integrity is defined by multiple joint indicators, as

indicated in international standards [8]. The focus of this

paperwill be onweld porosity, weld depth and interfacewidth

(all directly correlated to structural and electrical integrity),

and thermal distribution. Thermal distribution during the

welding process plays a crucial role in avoiding damage to the

adjacent components (i.e., battery cells, insulators, etc.) [9].

Recently, several techniques have been proposed to control

weld porosity [10]. For example, Jiang et al. [11] reported that

low vacuum welding at up to 0.1 kPa effectively promotes the

escape of gas bubbles by upward fluid flow in the rear of weld

pool, which is driven by the suppression of plasma plume and

reduction in boiling point. Haboudou et al. [12] proposed that

the use of dual spot beam can lead to a reduction in weld

porosity by extending the laserematerial interaction time and

stabilizing the keyhole. AlShaer et al. [13] showed a significant

elimination of weld porosity by short pulse laser surface

cleaning prior to laser welding process because of the removal

of contaminations and oxide layers. More recently,Wang et al.

[14] reported that laser beam oscillation allows to reduce the

weld porosity as the mechanically stirring effect from oscil-

lated beam facilitates the material flow and stabilizes the

keyhole. In addition, an enhanced joint strengthwas observed

by the utilisation of beam oscillation due to a significantly

wider weld zone [15]. However, it should be noted that in the

application of busbar assembly the amplitude of beam oscil-

lation is greatly limited by the thickness of side busbar as

shown in Fig. 1 and the resultant effect on the distribution of

weld porosity is still unclear.

Motivated by the fact that variations in laser beam posi-

tioning resulting from the manufacturing and clamping
tolerances of thin sheets (Fig. 1(b)) can generate an accumu-

lated deviation of more than 1 mm [8] and therefore, lead to

the loss of functional properties (both structural and electrical

integrity), this paper aims at experimentally evaluating the

impact of focal position offset on joint integrity. Top and side

busbars were made of AA1050 sheets and welded in the

overlap L-joint configuration. Weld porosity, weld depth and

interface width were investigated by optical microscope and

X-ray computed tomography (CT). Thermal history during

welding process was recorded by infrared thermal camera.

Tensile peel test and micro-hardness test were carried out for

the characterisation of mechanical performance.
2. Experimental details

2.1. Welding procedure

A 6 kW diode laser (LaserLine GmbH, Germany), with a beam

parameter product of 6 mm mrad was used. The laser beam

was delivered through an optical fibre of 150 mmdiameter and

coupled with the WeldMaster remote welding head (Precitec

GmbH, Germany), which comes with 150 mm collimating

length and focal length of 300 mm. The resulting Rayleigh

length (ZR) is 2.8 mm. No shielding gas nor filler wire was used

throughout the experiments.

The materials used in this paper were 1.5 mm thick

AA1050-H111 (top busbar) and 2 mm thick AA1050-H14 (side

busbar) sheets, having a nominal composition of <0.4% Fe,

<0.25% Si, <0.07% Zn, <0.05% Mg, <0.05% Cu, <0.05% Mn and

balance Al. Sheets were machined into 38 mm � 120 mm

coupons and wiped with acetone before welding to remove

surface contaminations. Welding was carried out in an over-

lap L-joint configuration at a nominal 0 mm part-to-part gap

and zero incident beamangle as shown in Fig. 2. The reference

point in Fig. 2 (a) was theoretically aligned to the mid-

thickness of the side busbar before welding. A sine oscilla-

tion path with an amplitude of 0.3 mm (Fig. 2 (b)) was

employed throughout all welding trials. Laser beam focal po-

sition was calibrated with the triangular prism block supplied

by Precitec (Fig. 2 (c)). The study was carried out in two
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consecutive steps (I) pre-selection of beam oscillation fre-

quency; and, (II) study of focal position offset with the fixed

oscillation frequency obtained in step (I). Detailed welding

parameters of both steps are listed in Table 1. The specific

point energy density (SPED) at the surface of top busbar is

defined as the input energy over each point along the laser

beam path [16], normalised over the area of the laser spot, and

expressed in Eq. (1)

SPED¼ 4P,Im
pd2

AZ

(1)

where dAZ
is the diameter of laser spot at focal offset AZ, given

by Eq. (2) and Im is the averaged laser-to-material interaction

time over one oscillation cycle expressed in Eq. (3).

dAZ
¼ d0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ ðAZ

ZR
Þ2

s
(2)

Im ¼ dAZ

vm
(3)

where d0 ¼ 0.268mm is the laser spot diameter at focus and vm

is the mean velocity of laser beam over one oscillation cycle

expressed in Eq. (4), and calculated at 4 points, A (t ¼ 0), B

(t¼ 1/(4f)), C (t¼ 1/(2f)), and D (t¼ 3/(4f)). Sy is the velocity in the

transverse y direction and given by SyðtÞ ¼ 2pAyf sinð2pftÞ,
where t is the time.

vm ¼ 1
4

X
t¼0; 1

4f
; 1
2f
; 3
4f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S2
x þ S2

yðtÞ
q

(4)

Combining Eqs (2)e(4) into Eq. (1) leads to a synthetic index

which accounts for travel speed (Sx), input power (P), beam

focal position offset (AZ), beam oscillation amplitude (Ay) and

frequency (G).

2.2. Thermal measurement

According to industrial recommendations, the battery cell

and cell carrier are commonly located at a few millimetres

beneath the top busbar [17] as conceptually shown in

Fig. 2(a). This raises the need for temperature control in

order to avoid damage to the battery cell and cell carrier
Fig. 2 e Schematic definition of overlap L-joint configuration fo

representation of beam oscillation; and, (c) experimental set-up

prism block supplied by Precitec.
during the laser welding process. Thermocouples were

disregarded since they normally have the spatial resolution

of 0.5e1 mm depending upon the size of thermocouple it-

self and the positioning of measuring probe is an inaccu-

rate task which needs to be repeated for each weld.

Therefore, in order to cover the full field view of the weld

and extract temperatures at multiple positions relative to

the weld zone, a FLIR® A655sc IR camera was used in this

paper. The camera was mounted on the ball-head clamp,

which is perpendicular to the surface of side busbar at a

standing-off distance of 650 mm as shown in Fig. 3. The IR

sensor has a resolution of 640 � 480 pixels and can collect

data at a frequency of 50 Hz. Side busbar were covered by

0.2 mm thick Scotch® Vinyl electrical tape to eliminate

multi-reflections from aluminium surface and FORMEX™

GK insulator was placed behind the side busbar to avoid

heat sinking. The tape has an emissivity of 0.96 and was

calibrated by pre-screening trials with thermocouples. A

temperature measurement channel of �15 to 150 �C was

selected as a trade-off between the image contrast quality

and working temperature of the electrical tape (limited to

200 �C). Thermal history was extracted from thermal im-

ages at different distances beneath the weld top surface,

DW ranging from 5 to 10 mm along three vertical probe

lines (near weld start, in the middle and near weld end,

respectively, Fig. 3 (c)) for the understanding of thermal

distribution near battery cell in response to the change of

welding parameters.

2.3. Macro and micro weld zone characterization

Effective weld depth (DE) and weld width at interface (WE), as

illustrated in Fig. 4(a), are used as key geometrical features in

this paper to evaluate the bonding integrity between top

busbar and side busbar. Under optical microscope (OM), DE

was measured from the top surface of side busbar to the root

of fusion zone andWEwere given by the accumulatedwidth of

the intersection between fusion and top surface of side bus-

bar. Acceptance limits on DE and WE (DE greater than 25% of

side busbar thickness and WE greater than the 1.0 mm) have

been adapted from international standards [8] to guarantee

the minimum interface between the two busbars. In addition,
r battery busbar assembly: (a) Front view and (b)

for laser beam focal position calibration with triangular
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Table 1 e Matrix of welding parameters used in this paper.

Step (I): Pre-selection of beam oscillation frequency

Laser Beam Power, P (kW) 2.0 Oscillation frequency, f (Hz) 50; 150; 200; 300

Welding speed, Sx (m/min) 4.0 Focal position, Az (mm) �2.5

Oscillation amplitude, Ay (mm) 0.3 Specific point energy density (J/mm2) 95; 66; 57; 45

Step (II): Study of focal position offset

Laser Beam Power, P (kW) 2.0 Oscillation frequency, f (Hz) 200

Welding speed, Sx (m/min) 4.0 Oscillation amplitude, Ay (mm) 0.3

Focal position, Az (mm) �4.0; �3.0; �2.5; �2.0; �1.0; 0; 1.0; 2.0; 2.5; 3.0; 4.0

Specific point energy density (J/mm2) 45; 51; 57; 64; 73; 76; 73; 64; 57; 51; 45
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depth of the fusion zone (DF) andweldwidth at the top surface

(WT), depicted in Fig. 4(b) were used for the calculation of weld

aspect ratio, expressed by WT/DF. Samples were prepared by

metallographic polishing to 0.25 mm finish, followed by

etching in sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution for 2 mins.

Automated micro-hardness mapping was performed using a

Buehler Wilson® VH3300 Vickers hardness tester with an

applied load of 0.1 kg for 10 s and 0.25 mm spacing between

indents.

To provide a better visualization and precise analysis of

weld porosity, X-ray CT was performed on the integrated
Fig. 3 e Experimental set-up for thermal measurement (a) overv

at different depths.
weld in North Star Imaging® 3D X-ray CT inspection system.

A voxel size of 0.015 mmwas used among all measurements.

3D reconstruction of weld pores was carried out over a

segment of 16 mm positioned symmetrically to the mid-

length of the weld, to avoid disturbance from unstable pro-

cessing parameters near weld start/end. 2D Raw images were

first converted to binary images and any pixel referring to

zero (black) within weld zone was regarded as pore and

extracted for the subsequent spatial reconstruction. Two

identical welds for each welding parameter were tested and

the total volume of pores over unit weld length (1 mm) was
iew, (b) detailed view and (c) representative thermal profiles
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Fig. 4 e Key geometrical features of RLW L-joint (a) effective

weld depth (DE) and weld width at interface (WE) for the

evaluation of bonding integrity; and (b) depth of fusion

zone (DF) weld width at top surface (WT) for the calculation

of weld aspect ratio (WT/DF).
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then calculated which allows 32 replications in total to show

the deviation.

2.4. Mechanical characterization

In order to validate the mechanical requirement, tensile peel

tests were performed using Instron 5985 Universal Testing

System following ISO 6892e1:2016 tensile test standard [18].

Tensile peel loading was applied along the side busbar at a

constant extension rate of 2 mm/min and the maximum

loading was then extracted from the load-extension curve.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Step (I) - Pre-selection of beam oscillation frequency

Fig. 5 shows representative 3D reconstruction of pores in

welds produced at different beam oscillation frequencies.

Pores can be mainly categorised into large pores at the weld

root in the side busbar and small pores in the top busbar. Both

types of pores uniformly distribute along the welding direc-

tion. Quantitative analysis of weld porosity as function of

beam oscillation frequency is shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). The

total volume of pores shows an increasing trend with fre-

quency raising from 50 Hz to 200 Hz while a drop is deter-

mined with further increase in frequency from 200 Hz to

300 Hz, which can be visualized as inverse V-model of pores

distribution with peak at 200 Hz.
Fig. 5 e Representative 3D reconstruction of pores in welds produ

and, (d) 300 Hz. Note that for a better visualisation, porosity ov
This change in monotonicity is due to the simultaneous

impact of thermal (dominant at the left of the inverse ‘V’) and

mechanical (dominant at the right side of the inverse ‘V’) ef-

fects. The increasing beam oscillation frequency leads to a

lower temperature in the weld zone (Fig. 6 (b)), as a result of

the reduced specific point energy density and the keyhole

therefore tends to be slimmer and less uniform, which is

confirmed by a direct online X-ray imaging study reported by

Fetzer et al. [19]. This results in a more unstable process and

more frequent bubble formation in the molten pool. On the

other hand, the mechanical stirring effect is stronger due to

increasing frequency which, in turn, facilitates the melt flow

and assists the bubbles to escape. Therefore, a drop in total

volumes of pores was determined when oscillation frequency

further increases from 200 Hz to 300 Hz. Fig. 6 (b) shows the

change in volumes of pores along weld depth and reveals that

pores from the interface between two busbars to the bottomof

fusion zone in the side busbar are the dominant sources of

weld porosity in this study.

It should be noted that the effect of oscillation frequency

on the distribution of pores observed in this paper as inverse

‘V’ shape is in contradiction with research developed by

Zhang et al. [20], which focused on laser welding of Ale6Mg

in bead-on-plate configuration produced by an oscillated

beam in circular path with amplitude of up to 4 mm and

frequency ranging from 100 Hz to 800 Hz. They concluded

that the total volume of pores is a monotonically decreasing

function of beam oscillation frequency. This can be attrib-

uted to three phenomena. First, a sine oscillation path was

used in our research, differentiating from the circular path

which dramatically alter the melt flow and keyhole stability

by the re-melting during the second half cycle. Secondly, the

significant reduction of Mg content in 1050 aluminium alloy,

compared with Ale6Mg alloy, greatly reduces the recoil

pressure on the rear wall of keyhole and changes the dy-

namic behaviour of keyhole collapse [21]. Lastly, perhaps

most importantly, the amplitude of beam oscillation

employed in this paper was only 0.3 mm as it was limited by

the thickness of side busbar, the mechanical stirring effect at

low frequency is less efficient for the bubbles to escape.

One-way ANOVA with the significance level of 0.05 has

showed p-value of ~0.016 for the test between beam oscilla-

tion frequency and total volumes of pores. This result statis-

tically confirms that the variation of total volumes of pores is

significant. Therefore, in step (II) of the experimentation an

oscillation frequency of 200 Hzwas employed in order to study

the impact of the focal position offset under the most severe

conditions (i.e., 200 Hz generates the highest level of porosity).
ced with beam oscillation at (a) 50 Hz; (b) 150 Hz; (c) 200 Hz;

er a weld length of 6 mm was displayed.
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Fig. 6 e Distribution of (a) volume of pores per unit weld

length (b) peak temperatures at the distance of [5 10] mm

beneath the weld top surface, DW as a function of beam

oscillation frequency; and, (c) volume distribution of pores

along the weld depth direction.
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3.2. Step (II) - Effect of focal position offset on power
density and weld temperature

In remote laser welding, effective heat input is related to

the power dissipated into the workpiece and for a fixed

power output, the power density is determined by the area

of the laser spot intersecting the workpiece. Fig. 7 (a) re-

ports the distribution of laser beam spot size and resultant

input power density as function of focal position offsets.

Results show that both positive and negative defocusing

can lead to an increase in beam size and hence, a drop of

input power density. Peak temperatures at the distance of

5e10 mm from the top surface with different focal posi-

tions in Fig. 7 (b) show that vertical diversion of laser

beam can lead to a drop in peak temperature due to the

reduction in power density. It also reveals that though

negative defocusing causes shift of laser beam towards the

battery cell, there is less thermal risk since the reduction

of power density tends to be the dominating factor in this

situation. In addition, an asymmetrical distribution of

peak temperature has been determined and a negative

defocusing generated a higher level of thermal field

compared to positive defocusing at the same diversion

level. This can be attributed to the fact, as proposed by Li

et al. [22], that the up-flowing metal and back-flowing

spatter can accumulate and stir the rear of molten pool

for the case of positive defocusing, and result in a high

heat-transferring efficiency on the molten pool surface. In

comparison, this effect becomes less significant when the

focal position moves deeper into the molten pool, which

will stabilize the molten pool surface and retain more heat

within the molten pool.

3.3. Step (II) - Effect of focal position offset on weld
shape and distribution of micro pores

Fig. 8 plots the evolution of effective weld depth (DE) and weld

width at interface (WE) as function of beam focal position

offsets. It should be noted that a part-to-part gap of less than

0.12 mm was observed which, however, is within the range of

10% of the thickness of top busbar and has limited influence

onweld geometry and porosity as reported in previous studies

[23e25]. Results show that both positive and negative defo-

cusing can lead to a shallower and narrowerweld shape due to

the reduction of power density (Fig. 7 (a)). An acceptable pro-

cessing window of focal position offset from �2 mm to 1 mm

was therefore, determined to satisfy the joint integrity.

Furthermore, similar to the thermal profile, an asymmetrical

distribution of weld shape has been found where the weld is

deeper and wider under negative defocusing. This phenome-

non can be explained by considering the interaction of the

laser beamwith themolten pool surface as shown in Fig. 9. For

negative defocusing (Fig. 9 (b)), when the convergent beam

moves from point A to point B along the shallow surface

depressed by the recoil force of evaporation, the exposure of

molten surface to higher power density due to a closer posi-

tion to the focused plane allows a growth of keyhole. However,

this growth is restricted in the case of positive defocusing

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2021.08.002
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Fig. 7 e Evolution of (a) analytically computed power density and beam spot diameter on surface; and, (b) peak temperature

measured on the side busbar at the distance of [5 10] mm beneath the weld top surface, Dw as function of focal position

offset.
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(Fig. 9 (a)) because of progressively reduced power density

during the traveling of divergent laser beam from point A to

Point B.

Fig. 10 visualizes the spatial distribution of pores in welds

produced at different focal positions. For all welding sets,

pores are predominantly located at the weld root. Fig.11 (a)

quantifies the distribution of pores as a function of focal po-

sition offsets. Overall a higher positive defocusing tends to

minimize the pore size at the weld root (Fig. 10) and mitigate

the total volume of pores due to a lower formation rate of

pores in the weld with lower weld aspect ratio (Fig.11 (b)) as

confirmed by Kim et al. [26]. Furthermore, negative defocusing
Fig. 8 e Evolution of weld shape as function of focal position of

interface, WE; and (c) Representative weld macro-structure. Not

from welds produced at Az ¼ þ 3 mm with increasing power a
is more prone to weld porosity compared with positive defo-

cusing and this can be explained by the self-stabilizing

keyhole behaviour as illustrated in Fig. 9 [27]. First,

beamematerial interaction area increases in positive defo-

cusing (Fig. 9 (a)) when the keyhole expands caused by any

external disturbance for example, recoil pressure of vapour

[28], and this can lead to the reduction of beam density which

will then shrink the keyhole. Similarly, any disturbance, i.e.

plasma plume [29], tends to shrink the keyhole, and thus, will

exposes the keyhole to higher beam power density which will

in turn, restrict the shrinkage of keyhole. Therefore, any

change to the keyhole size is opposed in the case of positive
fset. (a) Effective weld depth, DE, (b) effective weld width at

e that (b) is overlaid with overlaid with the data obtained

s discussed in section 3.4.
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Fig. 9 e Illustration of keyhole behaviour under disturbance and interaction of laser beam with the molten surface at (a)

positive and (b) negative defocusing positions [26].
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defocusing and this self-stabilizing effect allows a stable

keyhole behaviour. On the contrary, for negative defocusing

more than 2 mm (Fig. 9 (b)), the laser focal position is beneath

the bottom of the keyhole and power density increases

continuously in depth. The expansion of keyhole resulting

from any disturbance will cause the exposure of material in a

higher power density which, in turn can further facilitate the

keyhole propagation. For negative defocusing ranging from

0 to 2 mm, laser focal position is inside the weld zone and

overall absorption rate within the weld zone is higher

compared to the same extent of positive defocusing leading to

a higher weld zone aspect ratio and hence, higher porosity

formation rate [30].

3.4. Step (II) - Effect of focal position offset on weld
micro-hardness and mechanical strength

Micro-hardness maps are shown in Fig. 12, depicting the y-z

cross section, along with corresponding borders of weld zone

identified from the macrographs. The base material of top
Fig. 10 e Representative 3D reconstruction of pores in welds pr

visualisation, porosity over a weld length of 6 mm was display
busbar (AA1050-H111) and side busbar (AA1050-H14) have the

hardness of 25 Hv0.1 and 46 Hv0.1, respectively. For 1050

aluminium alloy, it is dominantly strengthened by the plastic

work during manufacturing process [31] and is therefore, a

relatively higher hardness of side busbar, compared to top

busbar.Overall, bordersofweldzonefromhardnessmapmatch

reasonably with those indicated bymacrograph andweld zone

has a hardness between the level of two base materials. How-

ever, the deviation of focal position shows neglectable effect on

theweldzonehardness.This isdueto thefact thatpost-welding

material hardness in weld zone is attributed to the grain

morphology and residual strain which are mainly determined

by the rapid temperature change during heating and cooling

[32].Theweldspeedwhichwas reportedtobeadominant factor

in controlling thermal profile [33] was consistent in this study.

Tensile peel test was employed with loading along the side

busbar to evaluate the effect of focal position offset on the

mechanical integrity. Results plotted in Fig. 13 show a

maximum joint strength at negative defocusing position of�1

mm and it corresponds to the highest bonding integrity
oduced with different focal positions. Note that for a better

ed.
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Fig. 11 e Distribution of (a) volumes of pores over 1 mm weld length and (b) weld zone aspect ratio as function of focal

position offsets.

Fig. 12 e Hardness contour maps from y-z cross section of welds produced with different focal position offsets ranging from

¡2.5 mm to þ2.5 mm the measurement grid used is indicated by the black dots and black solid lines represent the borders

of the weld zone identified from the macrographs.
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shown in Fig. 8. As has been indicated by the hardness dis-

tribution above, material strength within the weld zone is

nearly consistent regardless of the change in focal position

offsets. Therefore, joint strength is dominated by the bonding

area between top busbar and side busbar, which is directly

related to WE, and weld porosity. Since a higher joint strength

was observed in welds with less pores at a reduced focal

offset, it is reasonable to infer that weld porosity in this paper

is less effective than the effective weld width at interface, WE

on joint tensile strength. This can be further evidenced by the

linear fitting between joint strength and WE with the coeffi-

cient of determination, R2 ¼ 0.94. It should be noted that

increasing the laser power can compensate the effective weld

width at a higher defocusing i.e., in the case of Az ¼ þ 3 mm,

However, the aim of this study is to investigate the effect of

defocusing on the resultant weld quality regarding the effec-

tive weld width at interface and joint strength. Hence, the

laser power should be consistent for a fair comparison, which

otherwise can induce additional porosity as reported by

Alshaer et al. [34]. In order to verify the hypotheses that weld

porosity has limited impact on the joint strength, additional

welding trials were conducted at Az ¼ þ 3 mm with the

increasing laser power which in principle will increase the

porosity level [34]. Results in Fig. 8 (b) and Fig. 13 (b) indicate
that the improvement in the joint strength is related to the

enhancedWE and the joint strength can be reasonably fitted to

the linear relationship between joint strength and WE sum-

marized from the welds produced at the constant power (step

(II) in Table 1), thereby, confirming the limited impact of weld

porosity on the joint strength in this study.

3.5. Correlation among the weld quality properties

Weld quality parameters such asWE, DE, volumes of pores and

joint tensile strength are directly linked to bonding integrity

and mechanical integrity. However, these quality parameters

are not accessible in-line with current techniques and can

only be evaluated off-line which brings challenges for in-

process welding quality monitoring to meet multi-level qual-

ity requirements from the perspective of thermal, mechanical

and electrical integrity in the application of busbar assembly

[35]. Fig. 14 shows the positive linear correlation between in-

process thermal data and off-line detectable quality parame-

ters with R2 � 0.948. This indicates the feasibility of in-process

thermalmeasurement by non-contact sensors for example, IR

thermal cameras and pyrometers. Further research is how-

ever necessary to address challenges related to measurement

accuracy and processing time.
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Fig. 13 e Plot of (a) maximum linear load during tensile peel test as a function of focal position offsets and (b) linear fitting

between joint strength and effective weld width at interface, WE. R
2 is the coefficient of determination for the linear fitting.

Note that (b) is overlaid with overlaid with the data obtained fromwelds produced at Az ¼þ 3 mmwith increasing power as

discussed in section 3.4.

Fig. 14 e Weld quality properties as function of peak temperature determined at Dw ¼ 5 mm: (a) effective weld width at

interface, (b) effective weld depth, (c) maximum linear load during tensile peel test and (d) volumes of pores over 1 mm. R2 is

the coefficient of determination for the linear fitting. The higher R2 the better the model follows the spread in the data. Note

that weld quality parameters were only extracted from the processing window of focal position offset from -2 mm to 2 mm,

where sufficient bonding integrity was determined.
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4. Conclusions

This paper studied the effect of focal position offset on joint

integrity of AA1050 battery busbar during remote laser weld-

ing. The main conclusions are summarized as follows:

(1) Defocusing of the laser beam tends to be favourable for

the reduction of peak temperatures and weld porosity

However, defocusing more than 3 mm can lead to 60%

drop in bonding integrity which corresponds to 40% loss

of joint strength.

(2) A tolerance window of focal position ranging from

�2.0 mm to þ1.0 mm was determined in this paper for

the satisfaction of bonding integrity and mechanical

integrity, which corresponds to around 70% and 30% of

Rayleigh length (2.8 mm). When the accumulated vari-

ation of part tolerance, part-to-part gap and part posi-

tioning error exceeds the window of [-2, 1] mm,

motorised collimator for precise focal position control is

suggested.

(3) Peak temperature near weld zone shows good linear

correlation with joint indicators including weld depth,

weld width at interface, porosity and tensile strength.

This suggests that thermal measurement can be a po-

tential approach for the in-process monitoring of joint

integrity.
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